DUC Meeting July 31, 2003
CoRA Offices
3380 Mitchell Lane
Boulder, Colorado

Agenda with times
Material at http://gong.nso.edu/duc_conf

9:00: Coffee

9:30: Executive session
- Agenda discussion
- Review of March 03 minutes & action items

9:40: Status (Eliason)
- Instruments
- DMAC
- Personnel – Addition of Irene & Shukur, departure of Simon

10:00: Community Access (Eliason & McManus)
- Web pages
- Interfacing to the DSDS
- Media migration

10:15: Coffee

10:45: Network Performance (Hill & Toner)
- Duty cycles
- Image geometry – Ronchis, drifts, Mercury Transit II

11:00: Magnetograms (Hill & Clark)
- Status of zero-point correction
- GONG Mag Users Committee?

11:15: Pipeline Processing (Hill & Bolding/McManus)
- GONG++ OPUS Pipeline Status
- GONG+ Pipeline
- Veritas software
- Bad image rejection (Clark)
11:45: Lunch

1:15: Peak Finding (Howe)
   • Leaks (Hill)
   • Low-ℓ & Asymmetric fitting
   • V-I fitting (Barban)
   • High-ℓ ridge fitting plans

2:00: LoHCo status (Komm)
   • Summary of third workshop
   • What’s next?

2:30: Ring Diagrams (Hill & Gonzalez-Hernandez)
   • Interpolation tests
   • Science results (Howe, Komm)

3:15: Time Distance (Kholikov)
   • Time-Distance implementation

3:30: Holography (Kholikov)
   • Far side imaging (Annie & Charlie work)

4:00: Coffee

4:30: Executive session
   • Feedback to Project
   • Next Meeting (November?)